Home Learning Pack



Below are some activities that you can do at home, which relate to what has been covered in class
or will be covered.
Our new text is Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone. Please read to chapter 4 by the end of the
week. You can access it here: http://thefreeonlinenovel.com/bi/harry-potter-and-the-sorcerers-stone
English 
Task 1 (resource 1a)
Complete annotations to the front cover of the book answering the following questions:
1. What can you see from the front cover? Does this give you a clue about the story?
2. Who might enjoy the story?
3. Is it similar or remind you of other books? Why?
4. What is a philosopher? How might this affect the story?
Task 2 (resource 1b)
 Read chapter 1.
 Find the following vocabulary in the dictionary and define them.
 Answer the comprehension questions.
Task 3
Create a story map for retelling chapter 2 ‘The Vanishing Glass’. Label with wow words
you can use to describe a character or place!
Task 4 and 5
Retell chapter 2… make it exciting and use powerful vocabulary and varied sentences!
I can’t wait to read it 
Maths

Art







TTRS
Education City Homework
Education City Tasks
Mathletics
White Rose Maths sheets

We have been looking at the artist Marc Chagall.
Using the resource titled ‘Marc Chagall Annotation’, answer the following questions
about Marc Chagall’s painting of Paris.
 What do you see?
 What word(s) does the work make you think about?
 Have you seen anything like this before?
 What does the title of the artwork tell you?
 How would you describe the colour he has used? (link back to previous colour
lesson).
 Is the artwork telling a story?
 What patterns have they used? Why?
 What materials has he used?
 What message is the artist trying to show?
What do you like/dislike about Marc Chagall’s work? Why?

